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Middle East Christians remain hopeful
for the future despite ISIS violence in 2016
Amr Emam

Cairo

C

hristians in the Middle
East appear to be clinging to a renewed sense
of hope in the new year
as the Islamic State (ISIS)
and other militant Islamist groups
lose ground.
“Most Middle East Christians underwent tragic experiences in 2016
as they continued to escape, especially from restive countries like
Syria and Iraq, in pursuit of safety
in Europe,” said Sameh Fawzi, a former adviser to the Egyptian Coptic
pope.

Historically,
Lebanese
Christians have
contributed to
the Arab
renaissance.

”

Lebanese Christian
politician Fares Souaid

“True, there is still fear within
Christian circles in the region that
the same suffering will continue in
the new year but there is hope as
well,” he added, recalling the December bombing that killed 26 people in a Coptic church in Cairo. The
attack was claimed by ISIS.
Christians, the largest religious
minority in Egypt, represent almost
12% of the population. Egypt’s new
parliament has 36 Christian members, out of a total of 596, the largest Christian representation ever.
Adding to the Christians’ optimism has been the Egyptian
government’s approval of a longawaited law to allow them to build
churches. The law removes many
hindrances that stymied church
construction and renovation in
Egypt.
“The law has had a positive effect

Iraqi Christians pray during Christmas mass at an Orthodox church in Bashiqa, east of Mosul, Iraq, on December 25th, 2016.
on Christians and showed them
that they live in a country that
views them as equal to their Muslim compatriots,” said Christian researcher Ishaq Ibrahim. “Such laws
contribute to the empowerment of
this country’s Christians.”
In the occupied Palestinian territories, Muslims and Christians
displayed greater unity against the
Israeli occupation last year and
inside Israel itself Christians and
Muslim Arabs often fight the same
anti-discrimination battles.
Prolific attacks against Christians
in restive Arab countries gave rise
to international calls for labelling
atrocities committed against them

as genocide. Some Christian charities and Western politicians expressed fear for the future presence
of Christians in war-torn countries
Syria and Iraq.
While the Christian exodus from
Syria continues, especially in areas
occupied by militant and radical
groups fighting the army of President Bashar Assad, one needs only
to look next door to Lebanon for
positive signs of Christian and Muslim co-existence.
Lebanon is the only Arab country
that has a Christian president and
a Christian army commander, positions guaranteed under the Taif
peace accord and the constitution.

“Historically, Lebanese Christians have contributed to the Arab
renaissance and proved that they
were able to play a (positive) role
in modernising this region,” said
Lebanese Christian politician Fares
Souaid. “They have partnered with
Muslims, who share with them this
common space.”
However, the challenge for regional governments in the new year
will be to protect Christians and
other religion minorities against
attacks by ISIS and other radical
groups, experts said. It is highly
likely that ISIS will target the weakest segments of Arab societies,
namely minorities, as it suffers de-
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feats, experts warned.
To alleviate the potential suffering of the Christians, regional governments need to initiate school
curricula reform so Christians
will be viewed as full-fledged citizens, not as religious minorities,
they warned.
“This will be the real challenge
for these governments in the new
year and in the years to come,” said
the Rev. Poules Halim, the official
spokesman of the Egyptian Coptic
Orthodox Church. “School curricula reform will greatly improve the
standing of Christians in the region,
even if they continue to be targeted
by radical groups like ISIS.”

Syrian child refugees taught to release stress and resist recruitment
Sally Hayden

Beirut

T

he screams of a dozen
Syrian and Palestinian
children pierce the air of
a community centre in
Lebanon’s Shatila refugee

camp.
The children are not hurt; they
are yelling to express the anger and
fear they feel as victims of conflict
in special “peace education” classes.
“We don’t hit each other. We don’t
say bad things about each other.
Boys don’t hit girls,” said 11-year-old
Hala, who asked not to be identified
for security reasons.
Hala fled Deir ez-Zor in Syria and
has been living in Lebanon for less
than two years. She said one of her
favourite activities is called playback in which each child tells a story
or describes a situation that is bothering them and other children act it
out.

International Alert
says the classes make
children less
vulnerable to
recruitment by
militant groups.
Organised by Basmeh and Zeitooneh, a local charity, the classes
in a chaotic fifth-floor room were
set up to help children voice their
opinions, release stress caused
by war and displacement and re-

discover their imaginations, staff
members said.
They said they hoped by providing children with activities such as
painting, drama and storytelling,
the children will be less vulnerable
to recruitment by militant groups
that prey on children and teenagers
who have little to occupy their time.
“These kids have been through
a lot. They’re traumatised in many
different ways,” said “peace education” project manager Elio Gharios.
“They’re agitated, maybe introverted, aggressive at times.”
Lebanon is home to more than
1 million Syrian refugees, half of
them children.
In 1949, Lebanese officials
opened the Shatila camp in Beirut
to host Palestinian refugees fleeing
Israel’s founding in 1948. As a new
wave of Syrian refugees joined the
ranks of the displaced, Shatila has
grown upward, with some buildings
now six floors tall. Houses are damp
and overcrowded and tangled electricity wires that hang across the
streets cause multiple deaths a year.
More of an urban slum than a
traditional refugee camp, Shatila,
which covers 1 sq. kilometre, is
home to as many as 42,000 people,
said Rasha Shukr, the Beirut area
manager for Basmeh and Zeitooneh.
Gharios, a charismatic 24-yearold Lebanese psychology graduate,
said children aged 7-14 attend the
classes with up to 20 children in
each session. Each class starts with
the children deciding on rules for
how they can and cannot treat each
other.
“They need to know that finding

A Palestinian mother sits with her daughters in her house in the
Shatila Palestinian refugee camp, on the southern outskirts of
Beirut, on January 7th.
(AFP)
peaceful ways to resolve conflicts is
a very important matter… They are
reminded every time that violence
is not the solution, it’s not the way,”
Gharios said.
“They’re young, it is the teenagers who are easiest to brainwash.
Many children know how to roll a
joint, say, and they’re 12 or 11. Many
have witnessed things happen in
here where someone would hold a
gun against someone else’s head.”
Young Syrian refugees are at particular risk of being recruited by
extremist groups because their recent displacement fuels a sense of
hopelessness, said UK-based charity International Alert, which funds

projects in Shatila camp, including
the classes.
Palestinian groups, including
Hamas militants and Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas’s Fatah
movement, are active inside Shatila, charities working there said.
Islamic State (ISIS) and Jabhat Fateh
al-Sham, another extremist group,
have also been known to target
young refugees online, they said.
International Alert said the classes make children less vulnerable to
recruitment because they provide
them a safe environment to discuss
problems, learn conflict resolution
skills and rebuild a sense of purpose.

Caroline Brooks, Syria projects
manager at International Alert,
which supports similar programmes
throughout Lebanon, Syria and
Turkey, said there were many reasons children may join an extremist
group.
Often there is a need for a sense of
significance, purpose and belonging
and sometimes there is a desire for
revenge, she said.
A lack of alternatives and the
need to make a living are also strong
pull factors, Brooks said.
Conflict and displacement tend to
fuel the abuse and exploitation of
children, refugee experts said. For
example, many children are forced
to work or beg to feed themselves
and their families. Young girls face
greater risk of being married off and
domestic violence increases, they
said.
“Peace education” classes have
already had some effect, Brooks
said citing a 17-year-old in the programme who was approached by an
ISIS recruiter through Facebook.
The teenager immediately reported it to a member of staff involved
in the classes.
For Hala, the classes she has been
attending have made a huge difference to her and her younger siblings.
“My brothers changed. They became much happier,” she said.
(Distributed by the Thomson
Reuters Foundation, the charitable
arm of Thomson Reuters, that covers humanitarian news, women’s
rights, trafficking, property rights
and climate change.)

